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Blame it jamie foxx

It's a sad time for love. Another celebrity couple has bitten the dust. After six years together, Jamie Foxx and Katie Holmes have separated. Although this news can be a shock to most of us, the couple have reportedly not been together since May. Foxx and Holmes' relationship Some sources have paired
Foxx and Holmes since 2013, but the pair only went public at the Clive Davis Pre-GRAMMYs Gala last year and then again at this year's gala. Although they were private when it came to their relationship, they were captured a couple of times together in public. Last year, in December, they were
photographed kissing on a yacht in Miami and this March they were seen walking together near Central Park. They never had a typical relationship, a source told Entertainment Tonight. They've always been incredibly independent and their lives didn't revolve with each other. They lived separately and in
different cities and were seen from time to time. While they were together, they enjoyed each other's company, but they never became a priority. Both are trapped with their own families, careers and obligations that their relationship had to take a back seat, the source said. Why did Foxx and Holmes
break up? There hasn't been an official word why the lowkey couple have separated after all these years, but a few days before the news of the separation broke, Foxx was photographed holding the hand of singer Sela Vave. Apparently, Vave is a woman Foxx has been guiding musically. In July, Vave
and rapper J Young did an interview together on Power 106 FM in La Angeles. I had the amazing opportunity to be in the @power_106 and talk to @justin_credible @iamjamiefoxx @daveophilly and @jyoungmdk. It's a serious blessing to be surrounded and learn from some of the best in the business,
Vave wrote about the interview on his Instagram. I'm constantly amazed at his talent. Vave has never tried to hide his relationship with Foxx and often posts it on his social media. I'm very grateful to this man!, She captioned a picture of her and Foxx on a boat. Thank you @iamjamiefoxx for everything
you do and for believing in me. #feelingblessed. He also recently went to the Hamptons with Foxx and several other celebrities. That moment when you realize you're on stage with @bep, @rundmc, @iamjamiefoxx and so many other icons while @bonjovi is singing #livingonaprayer #thehamptons were
lit up, captioning a photo last week. Who's Vave? Most of us probably hadn't heard of Vave before this news broke. Beauty moved from Utah to Los Angeles last month. After meeting Foxx and he agreed to help her with her music, she decided to take a leap and move from Utah to the city of the In his
interview with Power 106, he said he has always wanted to a singer and now she's finally getting the chance. Forever, he answered when asked how long he had been singing. Ever since I could talk. I have a single on iTunes, but we're working on my debut album. Not only is she a recording artist, but
her Instagram also says she is a model and actress. Is anyone else surprised by the breakup of Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx? In case you missed it, a source revealed to People magazine on August 19 that the couple ended their six-year relationship a few months ago. Although the stars never
confirmed their romance, they seemed like a match made in heaven: They both work in the entertainment industry, are handsome and, judging by the photos, had undeniable chemistry. So what went wrong? Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx | Photo by Lester Cohen/Getty Images for NARAS The reason
Holmes and Foxx broke An Entertainment Tonight's source said on August 19 that Holmes and Foxx are too busy for each other. Neither star wanted to completely uproot or merge their lives, the source said. Both are trapped with their own families, careers and obligations that their relationship had to
take a back seat, the infiltrator explained. They never had a typical relationship, the source added. They've always been incredibly independent and their lives didn't revolve with each other. They lived separately and in different cities and were seen from time to time. Since writing, the actors have not
commented on the reports. But the claims are not entirely surprising. Over the years, the couple looked randomly, gathering in hotels across the country and sneaking through the back doors to avoid eyewitnesses. But despite their busy schedules and unique romance, it is said that there is still a chance
that Holmes and Foxx will be together again. How long were Holmes and Foxx together? These two had reportedly begun dating in 2013, about a year after Holmes officially separated from Tom Cruise, with whom he shares a daughter, Suri. (Foxx has two daughters from previous relationships: Corinne,
25, and Annalise, 10.) They shut up about the romance, but they didn't do the best job of hiding it. Eventually, they began gravitating more toward the cameras, even posing together for photos at the Met Gala in May. But it looks like the relationship soured some time after the event. A source told Page
Six on August 19 that they heard the Dawson's Creek alumni telling their girlfriends at a restaurant that she and Foxx hadn't been together for months. Foxx has been seen with other women during the week of August 11, Ray's actor was seen with two different women, fueling rumors that he is
advancing. Us Weekly reports that it was for the first time with a mysterious blonde woman. On August 15, they reportedly got some food in a and living room in Hollywood called El Delilah and Highlight Room. Days later, Foxx apparently dated a brunette. They visited a nightclub and left by the hand.
Multiple publications later identified the woman as a singer, songwriter and model, Sela Vave. According to People magazine, she is not her new lady, she is her most recent artist. She is just a girl she is helping, a young singer, said a source to the publication on August 17. Another source echoes E!'s
claims! News, explaining that Foxx and Vave weren't on a date. The informant claimed that the two had simply beaten the club to celebrate rapper Lil Pump's 19th birthday. However, it is not yet clear who that mysterious blonde is. Vave has opened up about Foxx The singer tends to comment on her
relationship with Foxx on her Instagram page, explaining that he is basically a mentor and an important source of inspiration. I'm very grateful to this man! Thank you @jamiefoxx for everything you do and for believing in me. #feelingblessed. Meanwhile, Foxx told Power 106 in July that Vave is fascinating
to him. You can read more about Vave here. Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx seem to be moving right when it comes to their relationship. The couple have been dating for the past five years and although they are known to keep their love out of the spotlight, their last red carpet appearance meant how
serious they are. Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx haven't always been open about their relationship | Kevin Mazur/Getty Images for NARAS Many can guess that since they have finished keeping their relationship in the shadows, could a possible wedding occur in the near future? They just made their first
red carpet debut On May 6, Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx surprised everyone when they arrived together at the 2019 Met Gala. This marked the first time Holmes and Foxx attended an A-list public event together and fans could not overcome how adorable they looked. Although they didn't pose together
until they were inside the event, Jamie Foxx was close while his lifelong love posed for the photos. Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx attend the 2019 Met Gala | Photo Kevin Tachman/MG19/Getty Images for The Met Museum/Vogue Photographers captured the couple while posing alongside other celebrities
throughout the night. Once inside the event, Katie and Jaime were on each other's sides for the rest of the night and enjoyed an epic night of dating in New York City together. They like to maintain their relationship with themselves In 2013, Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx first generated romantic rumors
after they were seen dancing all night at the Apollo for the hamptons' benefit. Holmes just filed for divorce Tom Cruise the previous year and was ready to enjoy like a single woman. Although Holmes and Foxx met for years, years, constantly denied any romantic connection that many fans could see was
between them. Although they were seen multiple times together over the years, it was not until 2016 that Foxx's good friend Claudia Jordan revealed that she was, in fact, dating Holmes. He's very happy with her. I like that he seems very happy, Jordan revealed in the podcast allegedly. The following
year, Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx became public with their relationship as they were photographed holding hands as they took a walk on the beach. As for their relationship being private, Katie and Jamie have continued to maintain their relationship calmly because of their desire to protect their families.
They keep him private and protect him for the most part because they don't want to interrupt any of their families, the infiltrator told Us Weekly. Jamie rarely has it on his house and mostly hangs out separately from his children. They are in no hurry to marry although Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx are in
love with each other, their plans for marriage are not happening for a while. With both married before, Holmes and Foxx are enjoying their time together and are in no hurry to tie the knot. Katie and Jamie live a very private lifestyle and intend to keep it that way, a source tells Us Weekly exclusively. They
don't plan to get engaged soon because they're happy with how things are right now. For those who expect Jamie Foxx and Katie Holmes to announce their engagement in the coming months, you'll be waiting a long time for that to happen. Spend.
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